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GUERILLA POLE SIGN HOLDERS WITH STAND

The photographs above feature the specially designed specifically for the Guerilla Pole the 2-Piece Sign
Holder that collapses to just 2" tall for easy storage. The aluminum plate is 4” W X 14” L & the height of the
aluminum holder for the Guerilla Pole when screwed into the plate is 14¼ H. The stand weighs only 3
pounds. The set screw locks the Guerilla Pole Stand in place. The Guerilla Pole Stand will not oxidize or
corrode. The stand allows the Guerilla Pole Sign Holder to now be used an unlimited types of applications!
The Guerilla Pole™ Sign Holder with the Stand provides retailers the opportunity to prominently draw
attention to the products that are on an End Caps that either are facing the back of the stores or are limited
as to how the signs or size of the signs can be displayed on the merchandise including outside pallets.
The Guerilla Pole™ is proudly made and patent pending here in the USA! The Guerilla Pole™ is
manufactured from a combination of anodized aluminum, steel, & heavy-duty plastic. The pole with the
head attachment when reduced is 53” and the twist cam-locking system allows the pole to be extended to

any height in-between up to 98¼”. Velcro is supplied with each order to apply a sign to the pole. There is
no limit on the size of the signs that can be used indoors (as long as the overall length will fit the Guerilla
Pole™) or the shape of the sign that can be designed. It is recommended that up to 6 square feet be the
limit size for outside applications. The sign itself can be printed with a single or double-sided image so the
traffic from whichever direction can read the sign. Complete installation instructions are included with each
pole.
The Guerilla Pole Stand is proudly made in the USA! It is manufactured of all heavy-duty aluminum material
and adjusts to (19) different vertical and horizontal positions. The pole holder which will take a round pole
from ¼” up to 1” in diameter is mounted to a plate that is 3/16” thick X 4” wide X 14” long X 3” high (when
holder is in folded position). The thumb screw allows the pole to remain securely in place. The stand can
be used for unlimited applications including tents, signs, light holders, umbrellas; POP stands, fishing poles
and many commercial, industrial and residential products. The Guerilla Pole Sign Holder Stand can
withstand extremely heavy applications if needed including vehicles.
FOB: Washington
PRICES: Call for prices

